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	Making Sense of Data: Designing Effective Visualizations, 9781491928462 (1491928468), O'Reilly, 2016

	
		You have a mound of data sitting in front of you and a suite of computation tools at your disposal. And yet, you’re stumped as to how to turn that data into insight. Which part of that data actually matters, and where is this insight hidden?

	
		If you’re a data scientist who struggles to navigate the murky space between data and insight, this book will help you think about and reshape data for visual data exploration. It’s ideal for relatively new data scientists, who may be computer-knowledgeable and data-knowledgeable, but do not yet know how to create effective, explorable representations of data.

	
		With this book, you’ll learn:

		
			Task analysis, driven by a series of leading questions that draw out the important aspects of the data to be explored
	
			Visualization patterns, each of which take a different perspective on data and answer different questions
	
			A taxonomy of visualizations for common data types
	
			Techniques for gathering design requirements
	
			When and where to make use of statistical methods
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Software Testing and Analysis: Process, Principles and TechniquesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
The first comprehensive book on software test and analysis
   You can't “test quality into” a software product, but neither can you build a quality software product without test and analysis.  Software test and analysis is increasingly recognized, in research and in industrial practice, as a core challenge in...


		

Binding Theory (Cambridge Textbooks in Linguistics)Cambridge University Press, 2005
This study explores how different kinds of nominal expressions such as names, noun phrases and pronouns develop anaphoric relations among each another that have reference to physical elements. Providing a thorough and comprehensive introduction to modern binding theory, this book introduces a variety of nominal and, especially, pronominal...

		

New Computational Paradigms: Changing Conceptions of What is ComputableSpringer, 2007
In recent years, classical computability has expanded beyond its original scope to address issues related to computability and complexity in algebra, analysis, and physics. The deep interconnection between "computation" and "proof" has originated much of the most significant work in constructive mathematics and mathematical...




	

Quantum Computing for Everyone (The MIT Press)MIT Press, 2019

	
		An accessible introduction to an exciting new area in computation, explaining such topics as qubits, entanglement, and quantum teleportation for the general reader.

	
		Quantum computing is a beautiful fusion of quantum physics and computer science, incorporating some of the most stunning ideas from twentieth-century...



		

Relativity: Special, General, and CosmologicalOxford University Press, 2006

	Relativistic cosmology has in recent years become one of the most exciting and active branches of current research. In conference after conference the view is expressed that cosmology today is where particle physics was forty years ago, with major discoveries just waiting to happen. Also gravitational wave detectors, presently under...


		

Signal processing in electronic communications (Horwood series in engineering science)Horwood, 1997

	This text deals with signal processing as an important aspect of electronic communications in its role of transmitting information, and the language of its expression. It develops the required mathematics in an interesting and informative way, leading to confidence on the part of the reader. The first part of the book focuses on continuous-time...
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